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Please Note: 
  This is a free preview of this SSD Map Set which is designed to allow potential buyers to see what they will get 
should they purchase this map set. SSD recognizes that different people have different tastes in map sets. SSD takes 
great pride in providing the best possible samples of its material to potential customers that is prudently achievable.  
What you see here is what you will get. We have no desire to trick people who do not appreciate our work into buying 
our products. If you do not like the samples presented here please do not buy it. You may not be happy with it and we 
don't want unhappy customers. (Our products generally enjoy 100% positive feedback from those who by them for 
personal use after seeing our samples and description.)  This is a small sample of the actual set that contains many more 
maps, and may also contain additional bonus material. Map set when purchased may be printed and/or copied for 
personal use. (Sample PDF will not allow this.) All maps sets were designed to be easy to print, easy to use, and easy to 
edit with MS Paint Brush.   
 
First eBook Printing: August 2007 
Second eBook Printing: October 2007 (Revision A) 
Copyright © Jon Volden 1992-2007 All rights Reserved 
 
eBook copyright violation notice: This document is being sold as an electronic file for personal/private game use. This file and documents 
printed from it may not be resold or publicly displayed by anyone in any format without the expressed written consent of Jon Volden and/or a 
legal representative of the Stainless Steel Dragon Game Company. The purchaser of the map set may print out any and/or all maps from this 
eBook as often as desired for personal/private game use.  However, user may not sell, copy or transfer for use any descriptions, drawings or 
symbols unique to this document without obtaining prior consent from Jon Volden as the legal copyright holder. Please report all copyright 
violations to www.Dunjon.Com or email JonVolden@DunJon.Com 
 
(In less formal words, if you want to use material from this eBook for something that might violate the above copyright, please contact 
SSD by email. There is a good chance use will be allowed. But SSD must post the above notice to protect its intellectual property.)  
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Designer Notes: 
 
   These maps are NOT designed to be pretty wall decorations.  They are designed to be extremely detailed, yet easy to 
use informational tools. Each map in this book is designed to be printed out onto an 8x11 inch sheet of paper with 1/2-
inch wide margins on all sides. Maps are made relatively simple and are in B&W to ensure the best possible tabletop 
copy from a variety of printers. Also white space was chosen over a more artistic colored background to allow GMs to 
add notes where needed. It is recommend GMs print out one map for their use and another map for player use.  Please 
view PDF pages at 100% image size to see at best detail. 
 
  These maps were deliberately designed to be iconic. Once a user gets used to the various symbols used on one map 
they can easily use all SSD map sets. At first glance these iconic symbols may appear crude, but they are designed to 
convey a lot of detailed information. (At pixel level) How thick are the walls? Where are the windows? How is a door 
locked? Where are torches on the walls? What is in the rooms? Are there any traps? This is important information and 
basic iconic symbols are the quickest and easiest way to convey it.  The symbols in this map set are standardized in all 
SSD Map sets and up coming modules. As far as scale is concerned, most icons are in scale with each, however some 
animals were made a little larger than they would actually appear. (Creature icons in most SSD maps sets are simply 
there for atmosphere to suggest what creatures might be held or found in an area and they should not be used as size 
scales.) The basic scale for all maps as the dungeon key indicates is one pixel equals 4 inches in a human sized 
settlement. So a door two pixels thick would be a 8 inch thick (heavy-duty) door. A bed would be about six feet (24 
pixels) long for a human sized settlement. Scale bars were intentional left off maps so the GMs can scale these cities up 
or down to suit their needs. (Dwarf to titan size.) If you need a scale, find a bed.  
 
 SSD Maps are created though intelligent design, and not some random map generator. Although icons are used over 
and over in various maps they are not boiler-plated. An icon, by definition should be recognizable since it needs to be 
used over and over again. SSD maps attempt to use icons as a form a short hand to describe basic rooms details without 
forcing the GM to search through descriptions in a book. GMs are encouraged to embellish such descriptions, and 
numbers are often placed on maps to aid GMs in creating their own encounters and descriptions. Some serous thought 
goes into the making of each Castle, Lair, Maze and Cave. All are made for FANTASY realms, and they are not 
designed to be historically correct. Most maps are designed to offer "interesting" challenges to invaders or defenders 
not found in a mundane world. The effort SSD puts into unique atmosphere is one of the things that distinguishes SSD 
map sets from less detailed generic map sets. SSD Map names are designed to be descriptive, but are not written in 
stone, feel free to rename anything you choose.  In regards to other styles of maps, Yes, we  could put color and texture 
and grids on our maps, but we believe those additions would take away from the "more important" details that are our 
maps have to offer. If not as a PDF on a monitor screen then when printed-out with a B&W printer.  
 
  As a special bonus to this map set. I am including both a B&W & Color regional map that lists the locations of over 
100 Castles, Keeps, Strongholds, Labyrinths, Lairs, Temples, Tombs, Caves and Caverns. Many of which are now or 
will soon be available.  I am also including some typed and/or scanned information from the SSD DungeonLord's 
Logbook that will help GMs fluff out their cities with various stores, NPCs, random city events, as well as laws and 
punishments.  This additional bonus material will help transform these maps from a collection of individual Fortresses 
and Strongholds into a campaign of challenges for any would-be conquer, or perhaps provide a GM with an empire to 
base a campaign world upon. If you like this map set, please look at our other map sets and products.   
 
  Final Note: If you have questions, comments or concerns regarding this product feel free to email me at 
JonVolden@DunJon.Com                                                                                       

             Jon Volden 

 
 
 



Mapmaker's Notes 
 

I created this collection of maps to guide others through the forgotten kingdoms of the ancient lords. 
A path I journeyed long ago. In those days the wilderness teamed with monsters, and strong castle walls 
were all that stood between humanity and the evil that lurked outside. Today, there is no telling what 
manner-of-beings now inhabit these mazes & Catacombs. Be their new lords good or evil, friends or foes? I 
personally don’t know, but I leave these notes in the hope that they may benefit those with the courage to 
explore that which waits for them in ancient mazes of confusion, and dark catacombs of illusion. 

 
(When Applicable) 

 
  1) Scale equals passages width suitable for current occupants. (As chosen by GM)  

              2) Beds in various barracks are sometimes doubled, or tripled stacked (Bunk      
                 Beds) which increases the number of guards garrisoned in an area. 

  3) Water areas usually contain some nasty monsters. 
  4) Heavy gates usually take at least 30 seconds open/close. 
  5) Rotating Rooms can move quickly or slowly. (GM discretion.) 
  6) Rotating Rooms may move in any direction, at any time. (GM discretion.) 
  6) Teleporters usually are invisible and work instantaneously with little or no warning. 
  7) Farm houses, huts, and hovels, were not included in my mapping, but it  
      should be assumed that sufficient peasant housing exists outside the Maze or Catacomb 
      area to support population when applicable.       
  8) Mazes and Catacombs with outhouses generally have some type of sewage     
        system. (I didn’t map the sewer systems, would you?) 
  9)  Since it has been several years since I mapped these mazes & catacombs, it is  
      likely that treasure, traps, locks, doors, and other fortifications may have been  
      added, removed or replaced. 
10) Occupants if any will defend their mazes & catacombs to the death, and will usually hunker  
      down and hide when possible. 
 

 
Good luck in your travels! 

Lord Voldar 
Master Mapmaker 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 
 
 

 



 
Look for these other fine Stainless Steel Dragon ™ eBook products  

Available at www.DunJon.Com 
 
12 Castles & Keeps Map Set 
What is a King without a kingdom? 
12 Fortress & Strongholds Map Set 

   How do protect treasure from Wizards, Giants and Dragons? 
12 Temples & Tombs Map Set 
Tomb raiding can be fun and profitable, if you live? 
20 Caves & Caverns Map Set 

  Places dark and deep, just add monsters! 
20 Labyrinths & Lairs Map Set 

  Ready to take monsters out upon their own turf? 
20 Mazes & Catacombs Map Set 

  They will amazing maps might prove puzzling even veteran adventures. 
 
Dungeon HEX Map Set 

      Maps for Tactical Dungeon Battles 
City HEX Map Set 

      Maps for Tactical City Battles 
Cave HEX Map Set 
Maps for Tactical cave battles. 
 
The Tome of Forgotten Magical Items Volume I  
(Weapons & Armor) ebook edition 
1000+ Magical items all weapons and armor not found anywhere else.     
The Tome of Forgotten Magical Items Volume II  
(Miscellaneous Magic Items) ebook edition 
1000 Magical items. A-Z Minor, Major, Cursed and Quest items  
not found anywhere else. 

 
Coming Soon: 
Volondor (MEGA City/Dungeon) 
Largest City Map/adventure set ever. 
12 Cities & Settlements Map Set  
For the more civilized races. 
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